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Influence of interfacial disorder and temperature on magnetization reversal
in exchange-coupled bilayers
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Polarized neutron reflectometry is used to measure the thermal response of the net-magnetization vector of
polycrystalline ferromagnetic 共F兲 Fe films exchange coupled to twinned (110) MnF2 antiferromagnetic 共AF兲
layers. We observe a strong correlation between the temperature dependencies of the net sample magnetization
perpendicular to the applied field at coercivity and exchange bias. For cooling field and measurement conditions involving magnetization reversal via rotation, we find a range of temperature dependencies. For the
5
smoothest F-AF interface, the temperature dependence of exchange bias compares well to a S⫽ 2 Brillouin
function—an observation predicted by some theoretical models. This temperature dependence is expected for
the sublattice magnetization and the square root of the anisotropy constant 冑K 1 of bulk MnF2. In contrast, for
a rough F-AF interface the magnetization reversal process 共and exchange bias兲 showed little temperature
dependence up to temperatures approaching the AF Néel point—a clear consequence of increasing interfacial
disorder in a F-AF epitaxial system.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.104415

PACS number共s兲: 75.70.Ak, 61.12.⫺q, 75.30.Gw

Exchange anisotropy 共EA兲 at the interface between ferromagnetic 共F兲 and antiferromagnetic 共AF兲 materials is a longstanding problem in condensed-matter physics,1 one that has
received renewed attention recently due to the importance of
EA in technological applications.2 Progress, theoretical and
experimental, has been made in understanding the phenomenology and mechanisms for exchange bias H E 共the shift of
the F hysteresis loop along the field axis—a manifestation of
unidirectional EA兲.3 Experimentally, the effects of interface
disorder4 on H E , the relation between H E and coercivity,
H C , 5–7 the magnetization reversal mechanisms,8,9 and the
temperature dependence of H E 共Refs. 6, 10, and 11兲 have
been studied in different systems. Theoretical studies have
produced various models for H E and H C . 12 These models
include formation of AF domain walls parallel13 and
perpendicular14 to the F-AF interface, perpendicular exchange coupling,15–17 collective excitations,18 and uncompensated free-spin densities.10,19 We report results of an experimental investigation that correlates temperature
dependencies of magnetization reversal mechanisms and H E
with interface disorder in an epitaxial F-AF system.
Previously, polarized neutron reflectometry 共PNR兲 was
used to probe the in-plane projection of the netmagnetization vector of polycrystalline Fe films exchange
coupled to twinned (110) MnF2 or FeF2 AF layers.8 For
samples cooled in fields applied along a direction that bisects
the anisotropy axes of the AF twins, two different magnetization reversal processes were observed. When reversing the
field direction from positive to negative saturation, i.e.,
changing field strength from right to left along the F hysteresis loop 共Fig. 1兲, the magnetization reversal occurred via
magnetization rotation. On the other hand, when the field
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was increased along the lower branch, domain nucleation
共with magnetization parallel to the cooling field direction兲
was observed. This means that the magnetization reversal
process was different on either side of the same hysteresis
loop.
Here, we study the temperature dependence of the magnetization rotation process occurring at coercivity of Fe films
exchange coupled to MnF2. Using PNR, we measured the
fraction of the sample with magnetization directed perpendicular to the applied field at coercivity as the sample was
warmed from low temperatures to above the Néel point for

FIG. 1. Ferromagnetic hysteresis loops for samples S 共solid line兲
and R 共dashed line兲 at 30 K. Inset: Orientation of the 2-kOe strong
cooling field relative to the MnF2 twin domains. Arrows indicate the
bulk spin structure of the AF. Neutron measurements were taken as
a function of temperature for applied fields at coercivity 共䊐兲.
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MnF2 (T N ⫽67 K). The neutron experiments involved studies of two samples—one with a very smooth F-AF interface
and another with a more structurally disordered 共rough or
interdiffused兲 interface. We find for the case of a smooth
F-AF interface, the fraction of the sample with magnetization
directed perpendicular to the applied field at coercivity to be
well correlated with H E , and both decreased20 monotonically with increasing temperature. For a rough F-AF interface, the magnetization reversal process was also well correlated with H E , but a completely different thermal response
compared to that of the smooth sample was observed. Neither the magnetization reversal process for the rough sample
nor H E showed appreciable temperature dependence until the
temperature was within ⬃10 K of T N , and then, the fraction
of the net sample magnetization perpendicular to the applied
field at coercivity 共and H E 兲 dropped precipitously. We show
that the drop of H E near T N is correlated with interfacial
roughness for many Fe-MnF2 samples. We attribute the dramatic difference between the thermal response of the F overlayers to the influence of F-AF interfacial disorder on the
exchange coupling. In turn this quantity dictates H E of the F
hysteresis loop.
Our samples 关samples for neutron study, denoted samples
R 共rough兲 and S 共smooth兲兴 were prepared by electron-beam
evaporation onto single-crystal 共001兲 MgO substrates. The
samples were composed of ZnF2 (25 nm) 共buffer layers to
improve epitaxy兲, MnF2 (50 nm), Fe 共11 nm兲, and Al 共3 nm兲
共capping layer to prevent oxidation兲.21 The nominal deposition temperatures were ZnF2 (473⫾2 K), Fe (423⫾2 K),
and Al (423⫾2 K). The deposition temperature of MnF2 was
varied between 523– 623 K to induce different interface
roughness.21 Using x-ray reflectometry,22 the thicknesses of
the Fe films were determined to be 10 and 13 nm for samples
R and S, respectively, and the roughness of the
F-AF 共Fe-MnF2兲 interface 共root-mean-square deviation about
its mean兲 to be 1.9⫾0.2 nm for sample R and 0.5⫾0.2 nm
for sample S.23 In-plane glancing incidence x-ray
diffraction24 and reflection high-energy electron diffraction
confirmed that the AF layers grew as twinned epitaxial thin
films. One AF crystal domain is oriented such that
关 11̄0 兴 MnF2 储 关 110兴 MgO, while the other domain is oriented
with 关 001兴 MnF2 储 关 110兴 MgO. Application of the Scherrer
particle size broadening relation25 to the widths of the inplane (110) MnF2 Bragg reflections 共after correction for instrumental broadening兲 yielded lower limits for twin domain
sizes of 6⫾1 and 10⫾1 nm for samples R and S, respectively.
To confirm that the Fe overlayer is exchange coupled to
the AF layer after field cooling through T N , the F hysteresis
loops of the samples 共Fig. 1兲 were measured with a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer. The
samples were cooled to 10 K (⬍T N ) in a field of H FC
⫽2 kOe (⫽159 k A/m) with the orientation shown in Fig. 1
共inset兲. H E ⫽⫺32⫾3 Oe and H C ⫽138⫾4 Oe for sample R,
and H E ⫽⫺30⫾2 Oe and H C ⫽81⫾2 Oe for sample S,26
which are consistent with previous measurements on similarly grown bilayers.21 Above T N ,H C ⫽43⫾2 Oe for sample
R and 10⫾2 Oe for sample S.

FIG. 2. Polarized neutron reflectivity of sample S corresponding
to 共䊐兲 in Fig. 1 measured as a function of momentum transfer Q.
The curves were obtained from a one-parameter fit of a closure
domain model 共inset兲 to the data.

The magnitude and orientation of the magnetization vector M relative to the cooling field were determined from
sample reflectivities measured with polarized neutrons. PNR
involves specular reflection of a polarized neutron beam
from a flat sample onto a polarization analyzer.27 Four neutron cross sections were measured. Two cross sections correspond to the non-spin-flip 共NSF兲 reflectivity profiles, where
the intensities of the reflected radiation for spin-up 共⫹⫹兲
关and alternately spin-down 共⫺⫺兲兴 neutrons illuminating and
reflecting from the sample were measured. The difference
between the ⫹⫹ and ⫺⫺ NSF reflectivity profiles, ⌬NSF, is
related to the projection of M on the direction of the applied
field, i.e., ⌬NSF⬀M储 . The remaining two cross sections are
the spin-flip 共SF兲 reflectivities. These are nonzero if the
sample changes the neutron beam polarization from spin up
to spin down 共⫹⫺兲, and vice versa. For most neutronscattering studies, the two SF cross sections 共⫹⫺ and ⫺⫹兲
are equal 共and this experiment is no exception兲,28 so here the
average of the ⫹⫺ and ⫺⫹ cross sections is called SF. If M
has a component M⬜ perpendicular to the neutron spin, then
the beam polarization will change, so SF⬀M⬜ . Note, the
difference between the NSF cross sections is related to M储 ,
in contrast to the SF cross section, which is related to M⬜ .
For the neutron-scattering experiment, the samples were
cooled 共to 36 K for sample S and 20 K for sample R兲 in a
field H FC ⫽2.00⫾0.01 kOe with the orientation shown in
Fig. 1 共inset兲. Subsequent neutron measurements involved
saturating the sample in a ⫹2-kOe field,29 reducing the applied field to zero, reversing the direction of the applied field
and then increasing the field strength until the ⫹⫹ and ⫺⫺
reflectivity profiles were equal, i.e., ⌬NSF⫽0. This field corresponds to ⫺H C (T)⫹H E (T) 共䊐’s in Fig. 1兲 where M储
⫽0. The two NSF 共⫹⫹ and ⫺⫺兲 and two SF 共⫹⫺ and ⫺⫹兲
cross sections were then measured in a region of momentum
transfer Q, close to the critical edge30 of the sample 共Fig. 2兲.
In all cases, the two SF cross sections were found to be
equal, so the average of the two cross sections is shown in
Fig. 2. If a closure domain model31 共Fig. 2, inset兲 is assumed
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the SF scattering normalized to NSF scattering 共Fig. 2兲, integrated over Q, is shown for
samples S 共䊉兲 and R 共䊊兲. The dashed line is a guide to the eye for
the data taken from sample R. The dashed line is shifted upwards
for sample S to emphasize the difference in the temperature dependencies of the SF scattering between the two samples. f ⬜ represents
the fraction of the Fe film with magnetization perpendicular to the
applied field HA , i.e., f ⬜ ⫽ f 2 ⫹ f 4 共see Fig. 1, inset兲. The spin-flip
scattering in excess of that measured above T N , SFxs , is shown in
the figure for one measurement.

for the Fe film domain structure at coercivity, then the SF
intensity is directly proportional to f ⬜ ⫽ f 2 ⫹ f 4 . f ⬜ represents the fraction of the Fe film with magnetization perpendicular to the applied field, and f i is a scalar variable representing the fraction of the sample with magnetization
corresponding to that of the ith 共i⫽1, 2, 3, or 4兲 domain
共Fig. 2, inset兲. Within the formalism of the closure domain
model, M⬜ is related to 兩M兩 through f ⬜ , i.e., 兩 M⬜ 兩
⫽ f ⬜ 兩 M兩 . The curves in Fig. 2 represent the NSF and SF
reflectivity profiles obtained from a closure domain model in
which only f ⬜ was optimized to achieve the best fit to the
data.32 The agreement between the one-parameter fit and the
data is excellent.
The measurement procedure was repeated several times in
the temperature range from 20–324 K. The SF intensity integrated over the measured Q range 共from 0.065–0.23 nm⫺1兲
is plotted 共sample S: 䊉 sample R: 䊊兲 as a function of temperature in Fig. 3. f ⬜ , which is related to the integrated SF
intensity 共by fitting to the closure domain model兲, is shown
on the axis at the right of Fig. 3. For T⬎T N , the integrated
SF intensity 共or f ⬜ 兲 is nonzero for both samples 共Fig. 3兲,
indicating that in the absence of exchange coupling across
the F-AF interface, magnetization rotation still occurs on the
upper branch of the hysteresis loop. The predominance of
magnetization rotation in the smooth sample 共above T N 兲
compared to the rough sample, and differences in H C between the samples above T N , stem from differences in the
anisotropies of the Fe films, since they have different microstructures.
However, for T⬍T N , both samples show a very pronounced enhancement of SF intensity 共Fig. 3兲. This suggests
that M⬜ at coercivity increases below T N due to AF ordering

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of H E normalized to unity, H Eⴰ
共boxes兲, is shown for the samples. The SF scattering in excess to
that measured above T N , SFxs 共circles兲, is normalized to H Eⴰ (50 K)
for the respective sample. The solid curve is the Brillouin function
for a spin⫽ 25 system and T N ⫽67 K. The dashed lines are guides to
the eye.

in MnF2 and the concomitant exchange coupling across the
F-AF interface. For sample S, a steady decrease of the integrated SF intensity 共or f ⬜ 兲 is observed as T N is approached
from below. On the other hand, the integrated SF intensity
from sample R shows less temperature dependence until a
temperature close to T N is reached; then the intensity
decreases.
Next, we compare H E (T) to the thermal response of the F
overlayer magnetization at coercivity. H E (T) normalized to
H E (0 K), called H Eⴰ (T), is plotted in Fig. 4 共boxes兲. H Eⴰ (T)
data are also shown for a second 共smooth兲 sample S2, with
interfacial roughness of 0.36⫾0.15 nm—slightly less than
that of sample S (0.5⫾0.2 nm). The slope of H Eⴰ close to
T N ,⫺dH Eⴰ /dT, 33 is shown in Fig. 5 for several Fe-MnF2
samples 共including samples R and S兲 with different interfacial roughness. A tendency for the rate in the drop of H E near
T N to be correlated with interfacial roughness for many
Fe-MnF2 samples 共with the notable exception of sample S2兲
is observed. Specifically, the approach of H Eⴰ to T N is steepest for samples with the roughest interfaces. The integrated
SF intensity 共or f ⬜ 兲 above a mean value obtained from the
SF (T⬎T N ) in Fig. 3, and normalized to H Eⴰ , is shown in
Fig. 4 共circles兲 for the respective samples. This excess SF
intensity is called SFxs . The temperature dependencies of the
neutron SF intensity 共related to f ⬜ 兲 and the exchange bias for
the smooth sample 共sample S兲 are remarkably correlated.
Specifically, the temperature dependence shows a monotonic
decrease in the SF intensity 共or f ⬜ 兲 and exchange bias for the
smooth sample 共sample S兲 with increasing temperature. A
similar correlation is observed between the temperature dependencies of the SF intensity and exchange bias for the
rough sample 共sample R兲. However, in contrast to sample S,
the temperature dependence reflected in the SF intensity anexchange bias for the rough sample is constant until a temperature close to T N , and then a precipitous decrease occurs.
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FIG. 5. The derivative of H Eⴰ with respect to temperature T as
T→T N is shown for several Fe-MnF2 samples with different interface roughness. The solid line is a linear fit to the data, which
suggests a tendency for 兩 dH Eⴰ /dT 兩 to increase with increasing interface roughness. The dashed line, corresponding to dH Eⴰ /dT
⫽⫺0.036 K⫺1, is the derivative of the Brillouin function 共shown in
Fig. 4兲 as T→T N .

The strong correlation between SFxs (T) and H Eⴰ (T) for
smooth and rough samples is remarkable, since SFks (T) is
obtained from an observation taken from only one side of the
hysteresis loop, while H Eⴰ (T) is obtained from a comparison
of coercive fields from both sides of the loop. The implication of this correlation is that the temperature dependencies
of magnetization reversal processes on either side of the loop
must be the same, because SFxs (T) is correlated with
H Eⴰ (T)—a measurement obtained from both sides of the
loop. Yet, interestingly, the reversal processes are very different. The cooling field orientation shown in Fig. 1 共inset兲 is
one that promotes asymmetric magnetization reversal—on
the left-hand side of the loop, reversal occurs via magnetization rotation 共hence M⬜ and SF are nonzero兲, while on the
right-hand side reversal occurs via domain nucleation and
wall motion.
Several theoretical models attributing the origin of exchange bias to the formation of AF domains13,14,34 predict a
temperature dependence of H E (T)⬀ 冑K 1 (T), where K 1 is
the anisotropy of bulk MnF2. We note that for bulk MnF2,
冑K 1 and the Mn2⫹ sublattice magnetization have the same
temperature dependence,35,36 the latter having been previously measured with neutron scattering.37 This work determined the temperature dependence of the sublattice magnetization to be the same as a Brillouin function for an S⫽ 25
system, B 5/2(T) with T N ⫽67 K; therefore, the same models
that predict H E (T)⬀ 冑K 1 (T) also predict that H E (T)
⬀B 5/2(T). B 5/2(T) is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 4.38
We note H E (T) for the sample with the smoothest F-AF
interface 共sample S2兲 is nearly identical to that of B 5/2(T).
For the case of the sample with a rough F-AF interface, the
temperature dependence of the integrated SF intensity is not
‘‘Brillouin-like,’’ i.e., the integrated SF intensity and H E
show little appreciable change with temperature until just

below T N , then decrease precipitously.
However, other models can also produce the observed
H E (T) in the smoothest sample. For example, in F-AF
systems that can exhibit positive exchange bias 共e.g.,
samples S and S2 for H FC ⬎20 kOe兲, the exchange coupling
across the smooth Fe-MnF2 interface is antiferromagnetic
共irrespective of H FC 兲.39 Leighton et al.21 and Hong40 have
attributed the origin of AF coupling across the Fe-MnF2
interface to superexchange41 between Fe2⫹-F⫹-Mn2⫹. In
this model, the AF coupling across the Fe-MnF2 interface
is expected to increase with decreasing temperature
in proportion to the AF-sublattice magnetization 共as observed
for sample S2兲.
In the case of the rough sample, an altogether different
temperature dependence of the magnetization reversal process 共and H E 兲 was observed. Possible origins include
roughness-induced alteration of the temperature dependence
of the AF surface magnetization42 or a difference due to
fundamentally different interfacial exchange coupling.39
We note that sample R is an example of a system that exhibits only negative exchange bias 共for any H FC 兲, so the Fe film
is ferromagnetically coupled to the MnF2. 39 Leighton et al.21
attribute F-coupling across the rough Fe-MnF2 interface to
direct exchange 共plus superexchange兲 between Fe and
Mn atoms. In addition, roughness-induced uncompensated
free spins at the F-AF interface could provide a contribution
to H E . We believe the strong F 共direct兲 coupling between
Fe and uncompensated Mn spins would tend to promote
magnetic order of the F-AF interface at higher temperature
共near T N 兲, since the uncompensated moments would
be less constrained 共via exchange兲 to the MnF2 sublattice
magnetization.
In summary, we measured the response 共the intensity
of spin-flip scattering and exchange bias兲 of Fe films exchange coupled to an AF 共MnF2兲. The temperature dependencies of the fraction of magnetization perpendicular 共i.e.,
SFxs 兲 to the applied field at coercivity and H E (T) are remarkably well correlated. For a sample with a smooth
F-AF interface, both quantities decreased monotonically with
increasing temperature. In contrast, little temperature
dependence was observed in the magnetization reversal
process or H E (T) for a sample with an imperfect
共rough or interdiffused兲 F-AF interface until the sample
temperature was raised to within ⬃10 K of T N . In other
words, a range in dependencies of magnetic response to
changing temperature was observed and is attributable to disorder of the F-AF interface. The thermal response of an F
overlayer at coercivity, and consequently H E , are fundamentally different for F-AF interfaces with different structural
disorder.
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